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ZOP086075

WOODEN ACTIVITY WALKER KITCHEN
A cute walker in the shape of a kitchen will safely guide the child through its 
first steps. A wooden handle is used for balance, which the child can hold on 
to. Four silent wheels will then help with learning stability and the first steps.

Montessori elements Support for the first steps Multifunctional use

ZOP086076

WOODEN ACTIVITY CUBE
A cute cube that hides puzzle activities inside. On the sides of the cube are 
rotating wooden shapes with different motifs. The toy develops coordination, 
spatial imagination and hand dexterity. Moving balls and shapes can also 
teach children their first counting and color recognition. 

Montessori elements Five different activities Clock

ZOP086077

WOODEN BALL TRACK
The cute wooden toy in the shape of a tree has several holes in it to put balls 
through. The groove at the bottom catches the balls and the child can watch 
the balls fall. The toy develops imagination, thinking and hand coordination.

Montessori elements Fine motor skill development
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ZOP086078

WOODEN WALKER WITH BLOCKS
The compact cart with a wooden handle is full of multi-colored blocks, from which 
the child can build anything. If the blocks are removed from the cart, it can be 
used to transport other toys. The handle is equipped with wooden balls that can 
be moved from one side to the other. Durable wheels can handle any type of floor. 

Interactive parts Abacus Building kit

ZOP086079

WOODEN MONTESSORI PUZZLE
Colorful puzzle on a round base from 3 parts. Each part contains a wooden rod with 
projections on which to place wooden colored shapes. The toy develops coordina-
tion, spatial imagination and hand dexterity. Thanks to the large number of folding 
options, it also stimulates the child’s mind and encourages creative thinking. 

Puzzle Color training

Animal recognition

Collapsible pegs

ZOP086085

WOODEN CHILD METER
A cute children’s meter with animal friends who check every centimeter that 
the child has grown. The practical loop in the upper part allows the meter to 
be hung on a wall or door. The meter will serve until the child reaches 150 cm.

Practical decoration
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ZOP086080

WOODEN BBQ SET
The wooden grill also serves as a storage box for all the ingredients that the 
child wants to grill. You just need to slide the upper grill plate and under it you 
can find wooden meat, vegetables, sauces, side dishes, but also a plate, cutlery 
and tools for grilling. 

Suitable and high quality Fine motor skill development

ZOP086091

WOODEN  STACKING HAMBURGER
Ten pieces of food that can be placed on top of each other. It’s up to the child what 
they want in the hamburger and in what order. The attractive design of the toy 
will captivate the child and help him develop motor skills and spatial thinking 
in a playful way. The child will also learn to recognize sizes and basic counting. 

Encourage creativity

Stability training

Montessori elements

Interactive parts

ZOP086092

WOODEN MONTESSORI ROCKER PLANE
An airplane that is ready to take off and will provide children with hours of 
fun. Safe swinging is ensured by two handlebars in the front part. The wide 
seat has a backrest if the child just wants to gently rock with its own weight. 
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ZOP086082

WOODEN MIXER SET
A sophisticated mixer for all children who want to bake the best pastries. The 
blender has several buttons that can be turned or pressed. It includes a bowl 
in which the food processor mixes the dough. 

Suitable and high quality

Suitable and high quality

Suitable and high quality

Interactive parts

Interactive parts

Interactive parts

Accessories

Velcro cubes

Accessories

ZOP086086

WOODEN TOASTER SET 
Preparing food is fun – even wooden food. The set includes a toaster with 
toast. After pressing the lever, the toast flies out of the toaster. A plate with 
a knife and butter is also included to make the breakfast complete. The toy 
develops coordination, spatial imagination and hand dexterity. 

ZOP086090

WOODEN COFFEE MACHINE SET
The sophisticated wooden coffee maker directly invites you to prepare good 
coffee. The coffee maker has several buttons that can be turned or pressed. 
Includes a large wooden cup with a spoon and ingredients for making coffee. 
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ZOP086093

WOODEN WORKBENCH
A spacious workbench that must not be missing in any children’s workshop. 
The workbench contains a large board with a circular plate on which there are 
various components - from wooden plates to screws to nuts. There is a storage 
space under the table. Develops motor skills and imagination.

Creative creation Quality manufactured Various tools

ZOP086094

WOODEN FOLDABLE WORKBENCH
The compact folding workbench has a large number of wooden components 
from wooden plates with holes to screws and nuts. Thanks to an abundance 
of folding options, it stimulates the child’s mind and supports creative think-
ing. It also develops fine motor skills and basic hand coordination.

Easy to carry Creative creation Various tools


